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Abstract

over strings, e.g. ASR lattices. Approximating TF and DF measures by the statistics of 1-best ASR output is a common strategy used in SR. However, as shown by [3], proper estimation of
these measures over ASR lattices provides significant gains in
performance over the 1-best baseline.
Factor automaton (Section 2.3) is an efficient data structure for representing all factors (substrings) of a set of strings
(e.g. a finite-state automaton). This notion can be generalized
to weighted finite-state automata [4, 5] by associating a weight
to each factor (Section 3). In this paper, we consider the problem of computing TF, DF, and TF-IDF measures in the expected
sense for all factors seen in a collection of word sequence lattices by means of weighted factor automata. We first introduce
the concept of factor weight of a string x, defined as the total
weight associated by a weighted automaton to the set of strings
which include x as a substring at least once (Section 3). Then,
we present a novel algorithm (Section 3.1) for transforming an
acyclic probabilistic automaton, e.g. an ASR lattice, into a
term probability factor automaton which is an ideal index structure for spoken utterance retrieval applications. We then show
how this automaton can be used to efficiently construct other
weighted factor automata representing DF (Section 3.2), IDF
and TF-IDF (Section 3.3) statistics for all factors of a collection
of ASR lattices. Finally we provide experiments evaluating the
average run-time and storage requirements of our approach and
conclude with a brief discussion (Section 4).

Factor automaton is an efficient data structure for representing
all factors (substrings) of a set of strings (e.g. a finite-state automaton). This notion can be generalized to weighted automata
by associating a weight to each factor. In this paper, we consider the problem of computing expected document frequency
(DF), and TF-IDF statistics for all substrings seen in a collection of word lattices by means of factor automata. We present
an algorithm which transforms an acyclic weighted automaton,
e.g. an ASR lattice, to a weighted factor automaton where the
path weight of each factor represents the total weight associated
by the input automaton to the set of strings including that factor
at least once. We show how this automaton can be used to efficiently construct other types of weighted factor automata representing DF and TF-IDF statistics for all factors seen in a large
speech corpus. Compared to the state-of-the-art in computing
these statistics from spoken documents, our approach i) generalizes the statistics from single words to contiguous substrings,
ii) provides significant gains in terms of average run-time and
storage requirements and iii) constructs efficient inverted index
structures for retrieval of such statistics. Experiments on a Turkish data set corroborate our claims.
Index Terms: Factor Automata, Weighted Finite-State Transducers, Lattice Indexing, Spoken Document Retrieval

1. Introduction
Speech retrieval (SR) is a key technology which integrates automatic speech recognition (ASR) and information retrieval (IR)
to provide large scale access to spoken content. Computing document similarity is a fundamental need in SR just as in the case
of text retrieval. Inverse document frequency (IDF) [1, 2] is an
important term specificity measure used in almost every IR system in some form. In its most basic form, it is defined as − log
of the fraction of documents that include a term. IDF computation involves computing document frequency (DF), simply
defined as the number of documents that include a term. Term
frequency (TF) is another important measure, which in its most
basic form is defined as the number of occurrences of a term in
a document. The more general class of term weighting schemes
known as TF-IDF, which involves multiplying an IDF measure
by a TF measure, constitutes the basis for quantifying document similarity in almost every IR system. While it is fairly
straightforward to compute TF and DF measures from textual
documents, the same cannot be said for spoken ones since the
computation should be carried out over probability distributions

2. Preliminaries
This section introduces the definitions and notation related to
weighted transducers and automata [6], as well as the definitions for TF, DF and TF-IDF measures as used in this paper.
2.1. Semirings
Definition 1 A semiring is a 5-tuple (K, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1) where
(K, ⊕, 0) is a commutative monoid, (K, ⊗, 1) is a monoid, ⊗
distributes over ⊕ and 0 is an annihilator for ⊗.
Table 1: Common semirings.
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2.2. Weighted Finite-State Transducers and Automata

S(y) can be built in linear time and its size is linear in the
size of the input string ∣y∣ [7, 8]. We denote by S(A) the minimal deterministic automaton recognizing the set of factors of a
finite-state automaton A, that is the set of factors of the strings
accepted by A. A recent work [9] showed that the size of the
factor automaton S(A) is linear in the size of the input automaton ∣A∣ = ∣Q∣ + ∣E∣ and provided an algorithm for the construction of S(A) in linear time when A is unweighted.

Definition 2 A weighted finite-state transducer T over a semiring (K, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1) is an 8-tuple T = (Σ, ∆, Q, I, F, E, λ, ρ)
where: Σ, ∆ are respectively the finite input and output alphabets; Q is a finite set of states; I, F ⊆ Q are respectively the set
of initial and final states; E ⊆ Q×(Σ∪{ε})×(∆∪{ε})×K×Q
is a finite set of arcs; λ ∶ I → K, ρ ∶ F → K are respectively the
initial and final weight functions.

2.4. Term Frequency, Document Frequency, TF-IDF

Given an arc e ∈ E, we denote by i[e] its input label, o[e]
its output label, w[e] its weight, p[e] its origin state and n[e]
its destination state. A path π = e1 ⋯ek is an element of E ∗
with consecutive arcs satisfying n[ei−1 ] = p[ei ], i = 2, . . . , k.
We extend n and p to paths by setting n[π] = n[ek ] and
p[π] = p[e1 ]. The labeling and the weight functions can also
be extended to paths by defining i[π] = i[e1 ]⋯i[ek ], o[π] =
o[e1 ]⋯o[ek ] and w[π] = w[e1 ] ⊗ ⋯ ⊗ w[ek ]. We denote by
Π(q, q ′ ) the set of paths from q to q ′ and by Π(q, x, y, q ′ ) the
set of paths from q to q ′ with input label x ∈ Σ∗ and output label
y ∈ ∆∗ . These definitions can be extended to subsets S, S ′ ⊆ Q,
e.g.
Π(S, x, y, S ′ ) = ⋃ Π(q, x, y, q ′ ).

We define the term frequency T F (x, i) as the number of occurrences of a term x in document Di , and the document frequency
DF (x) as the fraction of documents including the term x in a
collection of documents {Di ∣i = 1, ⋯, n}:
DF (x) =

T F IDF (x, i) = T F (x, i) log

An accepting path in a transducer T is a path in Π(I, F ). A
string x is accepted by T if there exists an accepting path π
labeled with x on the input side. T is unambiguous if for any
string x ∈ Σ∗ there is at most one accepting path labeled with x
on the input side. T is deterministic if it has at most one initial
state and at any state no two outgoing transitions share the same
input label. Let π and π ′ be two paths of a transducer T with the
same input and output labels: i[π] = i[π ′ ] and o[π] = o[π ′ ].
We say that π = e1 ⋯en and π ′ = e′1 ⋯e′n′ are identical if they
have the same number of transitions (n = n′ ) with the same
labels: i[ek ] = i[e′k ] and o[ek ] = o[e′k ] for k = 1, . . . , n. A
transducer T is said to be normalized, if any two paths π and π ′
with the same input and output labels are identical.
The weight associated by a transducer T to any input-output
string pair (x, y) ∈ Σ∗ × ∆∗ is given by
⊕

π∈Π(I,x,y,F )

(1)

TF-IDF can be defined in a number of ways by choosing a TF
and an IDF definition from a multitude of options. Here we use:

q∈S,q ′ ∈S ′

JT K(x, y) =

∣{i∣x ∈ Di }∣
.
n

1
.
DF (x)

(2)

3. Factor Automata of Weighted Automata
Factor automaton (FA) notion can be generalized to weighted
automata by associating a weight to each factor. When the input
automata are probabilistic, there are several meaningful statistics that can be used as a weight. The weighted index structure
described in [4] uses expected term frequencies derived from
probabilistic automata. In general, any weight satisfying the
semiring conditions can be used. For instance, the timed factor transducer structure described in [5] uses (probability, start
time, end time) triplets derived from time aligned ASR lattices.
The unweighted FA can be thought as a weighted automaton over the Boolean semiring where the path weights represent
factor occurrence, i.e. each factor of the input automaton is
assigned weight 1, any other string is assigned weight 0. The
natural extension of this occurrence concept to probabilistic automata is simply the probability of occurrence (at least once).
Given a probabilistic input automaton, the probability of occurrence of a factor is simply the sum of probabilities assigned to
each accepting path including that factor. More formally, for a
weighted finite-state automaton A over the semiring K, we define the factor weight ⟪A⟫(x) of a string x ∈ Σ∗ as the ⊕-sum
of the weights of all accepting paths including x as a factor:

λ(p[π]) ⊗ w[π] ⊗ ρ(n[π])

and JT K(x, y) is defined to be 0 when Π(I, x, y, F ) = ∅.
We denote by s[A] the ⊕-sum of the weights of all accepting paths of A when it is defined and in K. s[A] can be viewed
as the shortest-distance from the initial states to the final states.
A weighted finite-state automaton A can be defined as a
weighted finite-state transducer with identical input and output labels. The weight associated by A to (x, x) is denoted by
JAK(x). Similarly, in the graphical representation of weighted
automata, output labels are omitted.
A weighted automaton A defined over the probability
semiring (R+ , +, ×, 0, 1) is said to be probabilistic if for any
state q ∈ Q, ⊕π∈Π(q,q) w[π], the sum of the weights of all cycles at q, is well-defined and in R+ and ∑x∈Σ∗ JAK(x) = 1.

⟪A⟫(x) =

⊕

π∈Π(I,F )
∃u,v∈Σ∗ ∶ i[π]=uxv

λ(p[π]) ⊗ w[π] ⊗ ρ(n[π]) (3)

Over the Boolean semiring, factor weight is simply the logical
disjunction of Boolean path weights and reduces to factor occurrence. Over the real (equivalently log) semiring, factor weight
corresponds to the sum (⊕log -sum) of path weights, which is
simply the probability (− log probability) of occurrence of a factor (at least once) when the input automaton is probabilistic.
Next section presents a recipe based on weighted transducer
algorithms [6] for transforming an acyclic probabilistic automaton into a term probability (TP) factor automaton where the path
weight of each factor represents its probability of occurrence,
i.e. factor weight over the real semiring. TP factor automaton has an ideal weight structure for spoken utterance retrieval
[4, 10] applications where the goal is to retrieve all utterances

2.3. Factor Automata

Definition 3 Given two strings x, y ∈ Σ∗ , x is a factor (substring) of y if y = uxv for some u, v ∈ Σ∗ . More generally, x
is a factor of a language L ⊆ Σ∗ if x is a factor of some string
y ∈ L. The factor automaton S(y) of a string y is the minimal
deterministic finite-state automaton recognizing exactly the set
of factors of y.
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Figure 1: Construction of S from A. (a) Input automaton (A) over the real semiring, (b) after preprocessing (B), (c) resulting factor
automaton (S), (d) after factor generation (T ), (e) after factor normalization and determinization over the max-times semiring (N ).
bols with ε, i.e. E ′ = {(p[e], i[e], ε, w[e], n[e])∣e ∈ E}. Technically, the (root) transducer T obtained after these changes and
the set of finite state transducers {Uq ∣q ∈ Q∖I}∪{Vq ∣q ∈ Q∖I}
define a recursive transition network (RTN) [11]. Due to the
unique disambiguation symbols {δq ∣q ∈ Q ∖ I} on the input
side of the new arcs into the unique final state qF and the fact
that B is unambiguous with no two arcs coming into a state
having the same label, T is a functional transducer. Optionally,
we can filter the generated factors by composing a finite-state
grammar G on the input side of T [4]. The default filter rejects
empty factors, i.e. any path π in T for which the only non-ε
input label is the disambiguation symbol at the end.

containing a query term in a large spoken archive. We should
note that, unlike TF which can be expressed as a sum over the
posterior probabilities of factor occurrences [4], TP measure
given by (3) is a sum over the probabilities of accepting paths
including a factor. This subtle difference makes the TP computation significantly harder since we have to make sure that the
accepting paths including a factor multiple times are counted
only once. The main idea is to construct a mapping from any
factor to the accepting paths including it and eliminating the
path replications caused by factors occurring multiple times in
a path before doing the probability summation.
3.1. Term Probability Factor Automaton

3.1.3. Normalization

Let A denote an acyclic automaton over the log (real) semiring.
Figure 1a gives such an automaton over the real semiring. We
can derive the TP factor automaton S from A in four steps:

We obtain a normalized transducer N from T by applying
weighted transducer determinization, replacing the disambiguation symbols with ε symbols, replacing the non-terminal symbols [11] with the corresponding prefix and suffix transducers
and finally applying weighted epsilon removal. N defines a
mapping from each factor x of B to the set of paths in B that include x as a factor. Weight of a path π in N equals JBK(o[π]),
the weight associated by B to the path defined by the output
symbols o[π]. Furthermore, all paths in N with the same input and output labels are identical and all identical paths in N
have the same weight by construction since B is unambiguous
and the path weights in N are determined solely by the output
labels. We merge the identical paths in N by viewing it as an
acceptor, i.e. encoding input-output labels as a single label, and
applying weighted automata determinization over the tropical
(max-times) semiring. Since tropical semiring is idempotent,
determinization simply eliminates the repeating paths which are
generated when a factor occurs multiple times on an accepting
path of B. Note that it is crucial to use an idempotent semiring at this point since otherwise repeating paths are merged by
⊕-summing identical path weights which in general produces a
sum different from the input path weights. Figure 1e illustrates
the normalized transducer (with the dashed arc) and the final
result after encoded determinization (without the dashed arc).

3.1.1. Preprocessing
We assume the input is an acyclic probabilistic automaton over
the log (real) semiring. When that is not the case, we can use the
general weight-pushing algorithm [6] to convert input weights
to posterior probabilities. We also require the input to satisfy
three specific conditions which are crucial for the correctness of
the algorithm: i) it should be unambiguous, ii) no two arcs coming into a state should have the same label and iii) it should be εfree except for the arcs originating from the initial states. All of
these conditions can be satisfied by reversing the input automaton, applying weighted epsilon removal and determinization on
the reverse machine, and then reversing the resulting automaton
[6]. Figure 1b illustrates the result of these operations.
3.1.2. Generation

Let B = (Σ, Σ, Q, I, F, E, λ, ρ) denote the automaton obtained after preprocessing A. We generate factors of B (Figure 1d) simply by creating a unique initial state qI ∈/ Q, a
unique final state qF ∈/ Q, and two new arcs for each noninitial state q ∈ Q ∖ I: (qI , ε, αq , 1, q) and (q, δq , βq , 1, qF ).
Here, δq is a unique disambiguation symbol. αq (or βq ) is
a unique non-terminal symbol representing the prefix transducer Uq = ({ε}, Σ, Q, I, {q}, E ′ , λ, 1) (resp. suffix transducer
Vq = ({ε}, Σ, Q, {q}, F, E ′ , 1, ρ)) derived from B by setting q
as the sole final (resp. initial) state and replacing the input sym-

3.1.4. Optimization
At this step, we project N to its input labels (representing factors) and apply weighted ε-removal and minimization [6] over
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the log semiring to obtain the TP factor automaton S. Note that
we can directly apply minimization since the machine is already
deterministic. Figure 1c illustrates the result of optimization.

Table 2: Runtime Results: TP Factor Automata vs. Baseline

3.2. Document Frequency Factor Automaton

Baseline time (s)
TP FA time (s)

Max length
log10 (# factors)

Using TP factor automata, we can efficiently compute and store
expected document frequencies for each factor of a collection
of probabilistic automata, e.g. ASR lattices. For each input automaton Ai of the collection {Ai ∣i = 1, . . . , n}, we construct a
TP factor automaton Si over the log semiring. The document
frequency factor automaton S DF of the entire collection is constructed simply by taking the union U of individual TP factor
automata, concatenating a simple automaton
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Table 3: Factor Automata Comparison
FA Type

Σi ∣Si ∣ (M)
On disk (MB)
Time (min)

N = ({ε}, {ε}, {0, 1}, {0}, {1}, {(0, ε, ε, − log(n), 1)}, 1, 1)

UW

TF

TP

DF
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16
251

20
315

21
324

14
209

27
511
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1093

+2

+1

4. Experiments and Discussion

representing the size of the collection and U , and finally applying weighted ε-removal, determinization, and minimization
over the log semiring.

We conducted experiments on the training subset of the Turkish
language pack provided by the IARPA Babel program which
includes 80 hours of conversational telephone speech. Lattices
were generated with a speaker dependent DNN ASR system
that was trained on the same data set using IBM’s Attila toolkit.
All lattices were pruned to a logarithmic beam width of 5.
Estimating document frequencies of single-word factors in
a collection of lattices has previously been addressed in [3].
Their recipe for computing probability of occurrence consists of
composing the input lattice with a simple finite-state filter that
rejects the paths including the target word, computing the total
probability of the remaining paths and complementing. Computation is carried out one factor at a time, i.e. factors are enumerated and each one is processed independently. We implemented a generalized version of this recipe which can be used
with multi-word factors for our baseline results. Both this baseline algorithm and the factor automata construction algorithms
in consideration were implemented using the OpenFst Library
[15]. Table 2 gives a runtime comparison between the baseline
and the TP factor automata construction algorithm. We randomly selected 100 lattices from our data set (total size: #states
+ #arcs = 81K, disk size: 1.2MB) and compared the total runtime while changing the maximum factor length with a finitestate length restriction filter [4]. Runtime complexity of the
baseline method is exponential in the maximum factor length
(or linear in the number of factors) due to the enumeration of
factors. Proposed method takes advantage of weighted transducer algorithms to do the computation jointly for all factors.
Table 3 compares the total runtime and storage requirements for various factor automata. For these experiments, we
used the entire training set which includes 88K lattices (total
size: #states + #arcs = 33M, disk size: 481MB) and a maximum factor length of 3. First column (UW) represents the
unweighted factor automata obtained by removing all weights
from the input lattices. Storage requirements seem to be comparable for the types of factor automata in consideration. The
runtime for the construction of DF factor automaton excludes
the time spent for the construction of TP factor automata. Similarly the runtime for the construction of TF-IDF factor automata
excludes the time spent for the construction of TF and DF factor automata. Just like TF factor automaton construction [4], TP
factor automaton construction algorithm of the previous section
is worst case exponential in the input size and may blow up for
some input. The runtime reported in Table 3 is dominated by
the time spent on a small fraction of input lattices for which the
algorithm took several minutes to complete. The difference in
the average runtime characteristics calls for further study.

3.3. Term Frequency and TF-IDF Factor Automaton
We can use the algorithm described in [4] to construct a term
frequency factor automaton SiTF for each input automaton Ai
in the collection. These automata can be combined with the
DF factor automaton S DF of the entire collection to construct
the TF-IDF factor automata SiTF,TF−IDF in which path weights
represent (TF, TF-IDF) pairs. The desired relation between
these automata can be expressed as:
JSiTF,TF−IDF K(x) = (JSiTF K(x), JSiTF K(x)⊗− logJS DF K(x))
This operation can be carried out with the weighted intersection
operation over a special semiring structure known as the expectation (or entropy) semiring [12, 13]. Expectation semiring is
defined as follows:

E = ((R∪{−∞, +∞})×(R∪{−∞, +∞}), ⊕, ⊗, (0, 0), (1, 0))

(x1 , y1 ) ⊕ (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 + x2 , y1 + y2 )
(x1 , y1 ) ⊗ (x2 , y2 ) = (x1 x2 , x1 y2 + x2 y1 )
Let log A denote the weighted automaton derived from A by replacing each weight w ∈ R+ by log w and let Φ1 (A) and Φ2 (A)
denote the weighted automata over the expectation semiring derived from A by replacing each weight w by the pair (w, 0) and
(1, w) respectively. The factor automata representing TF, DF
and (TF, TF-IDF) statistics satisfy the following identity in the
expectation semiring:
SiTF,TF−IDF = Φ1 (SiTF ) ∩ Φ2 (− log S DF )

Here the second term on the right can be recognized as the
factor automaton representing IDF statistics. Hence, TF-IDF
computation reduces to weighted automata intersection in the
expectation semiring. Consider the vector space model defined over factors, i.e. each dimension corresponds to a factor. Inner product computation in this vector space between a
TF
query factor automaton Φ1 (SQ
) representing term frequencies over the expectation semiring and each factor automaton
{SiTF,TF−IDF ∣i = 1, . . . , n} can be carried out by intersecting
the two automata and then performing a single-source shortestdistance computation [14] over the entropy semiring:
TF
TF
< Φ1 (SQ
), SiTF,TF−IDF >= s[Φ1 (SQ
) ∩ SiTF,TF−IDF ]

One application for this inner product is the computation of cosine similarity between two spoken documents, e.g. ASR lattices corresponding to a voiced query and a spoken document.
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